
ROYALTY STUDIO DELIVERS 
PROVEN BUSINESS VALUE 

Achieve revenue completeness with 
Royalty Studio by accurately identifying 
and recovering missing royalty revenue 
and mitigating such loss from occurring in 
the future. 
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THE TIME IS NOW

KEY FEATURES

ROYALTY STUDIO PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT SHOULD NOT BE 
OVERLOOKED TO SOLVE BUSINESS PROBLEMS THAT CANNOT BE IGNORED

Seek greater clarity around the
value of your assets and royalty
cash flow ahead of an industry
trend of mergers and acquisitions.

Speed to market is critical to
mitigate further revenue loss
and accelerate identification
and collection of owed royalties.

Recognize opportunities to 
generate additional revenue in the 
midst of a challenged market.

ACQUISITIONS &
DIVESTITURES

TIME IS MONEY
CAPITALIZE IN A
CHALLENGED 
MARKET

CONNECTING BUSINESS TO INFORMATION

Embedded workflow functionality is critical to KPI management and royalty revenue auditing. 
By visualizing and reporting on the history and current state of opportunities users can quickly 
identify roadblocks and take corrective action and drive process efficiency.

Integrated mapping provides clear insights into assets and land, enabling users to deliver an 
informed, concise recommendation to key decision makers. Detailed maps enable the accurate 
identification of all wells, including horizontal wells and their producing intervals.

Understanding data relationships between wells, partners, production and contracts is key to 
determining what is owed or owing. Production charts show how changes relate to royalties. 
Data is available for you to achieve revenue completeness much faster with less obstacles.

Searching and understanding contracts can be an overwhelming manual process. With Royalty 
Studio searching for and viewing elements is simple. All data is accessible and if missing - you 
have likely found an opportunity for revenue recovery. 
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For more than two decades, GuildOne Inc. (GuildOne) has supplied advanced database solutions and business intelligence to the oil 

and gas industry so organizations can better understand and use data to enhance business performance.

Since 2016, GuildOne has invested in the research and development of emerging technologies such as blockchain, machine learning, 

and artificial intelligence, culminating in the release of its Royalty Ledger, the first successfully executed commercial network using 

blockchain technology to transact an energy smart contract.

A pioneering technology company, GuildOne recently launched the Energy Block Exchange (EBX), a blockchain business network for 

energy organizations. EBX is designed as a compatibility zone for the industry to share secure smart contracts, settle payments, and 

ensure rights and revenue completion. This application of smart contracts will eliminate disputes between counter-parties by securely 

and privately sharing key facts enabling near-instant contract settlement.

For more information or to arrange a demo, contact us at 1 888 796 4249 or info@guild1.com
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INDUSTRY WIDE CHALLENGE

Many companies seek ways to combat common royalty business issues, not 
only to recover lost revenue, but also to streamline the process on an ongoing 
basis to ensure royalty revenue opportunities are no longer overlooked. The 
ultimate goal is to achieve revenue completeness.

THE SOLUTION

GuildOne’s Royalty Studio helps ensure companies do not pay more than 
required or receive less than owed. It’s overall objective is to maximize royalty 
revenue through the identification and collection of revenue that is currently being 
overlooked. Once royalty revenue completeness has been achieved, Royalty 
Studio provides ongoing management of royalty revenue.

HOW IT WORKS

Royalty Studio integrates land data with external public data to identify the 
producing wells on owned land. It then correlates royalties with finance data to 
determine what payments have been received and those that are missing.
Built-in business process management functionality monitors the process, 
guiding users through validation and collection.

FLAWED DATA MANUAL CHURN REVENUE LOSSINCOMPLETE PICTURE

Flawed data, inefficient 
processes and lack of 

resources and expertise.

Time-consuming manual 
processes and incorrect 

royalty calculations.

Incomplete picture 
of royalty assets and 

unidentified royalty revenue 
opportunities.

Significant revenue loss.

IDENTIFY MISSING ROYALTY 
WELLS 

Identify and claim outstanding royalty revenue 
resulting from incorrect royalty volumes, 
allocations and calculations.

REALIZE MISSING ROYALTY 
VOLUMES 

Identify and claim outstanding royalty revenue 
resulting from missing wells.


